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Meet two architects who bring sense and sensibility to every project they take on, 
from Park Avenue penthouse to Connecticut estate. 

WEIL FRIEDMAN 
ARCHITECTS | 
Architects Greta Weil (left) 
and Barbara Friedman 

(righst) also bring interior 

design skills to their projects. 

They not only tailor clean, 

chic solutions for any room – 

from a banquette for stylish 

seating in a high-end kitchen 

to custom cabinetry – but 

also select fabrics, furniture, 

treatments, carpets, and in 

some cases, art.
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femininemystique

heir clean 

architectural style 

is evident from the 

moment Greta Weil and 

Barbara Friedman meet a 

space – formerly the servants’ 

93rd Street off Madison Avenue, in the 

Carnegie Hill area of Upper Manhattan. 

carnations, gathered casually, stand in a crystal-clear 

glass cube. 

         The founding partners of Weil Friedman Architects –  

University of Pennsylvania – have a dazzling portfolio of projects. 

The roster includes a perfectly proportioned Upper East Side pied-à-

terre; a Fifth Avenue residence for an art collector; a 12-room Park Avenue 

 

PROJECT | Airy City Dwelling: Gut Renovation & Interior Design 

Weil Friedman completed a gut renovation on this Park Avenue 

Friedman. The pair designed all the paneling and custom cabinetry, 
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PROJECT | Airy City Dwelling: Gut Renovation & Interior Design

UPTOWN WISH LIST

near the kitchen. The partners gutted the space, incorporated 

one maid’s room into the kitchen area and transformed the 

other into a full bath and storage area. 

CLEAN & GREEN

to Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design training 

– Weil Friedman makes chic choices that are good for the 

material, the trees live about 200 years. 
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“The big kitchen doesn’t always work with the bones of traditional New York City    
                                          apartments; that’s one of our biggest challenges,” adds Weil.
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      They also have an eye for signature 

lighting, like a modern cluster of pendant 

lights, designed for a kitchen in collaboration 

Hampton. When possible, they use LED light 

BIG APPLE CHALLENGES  

architects like Weil and Friedman have to 

navigate around.  

has to submit their plans to the building 

Department to be sure they’re not violating 

structural or plumbing codes. They often 

Landmarks Preservation Commission. They 

sink in the kitchen island of a Park Avenue 

kitchen. 

      Beyond that, Weil notes, many Fifth 

Avenue and Park Avenue apartments have 

a stressful time crunch. “The fancier the 

says. Summer construction often has to stop 

by 4 p.m. 

      And something that might be easy in 

the suburbs can be challenging in the city, 

such as moving in a Sub-Zero refrigerator. 

appliance on the service elevator in an older 

building.

machines so the noise and rumbling of the 

the neighbors in the apartment underneath. 

      At country estates, the architects have a 

lot more freedom but still honor historical 

elements. When they designed a renovation 

for an 1865 farmhouse on Shelter Island, they 

intact. 

only sign inside that the architects’ home 

base is in a late 19th century building rather 

than a modern space. Fittingly, they found 

 

           

PROJECT | 
Upper East Side Pied-à-terre:  
Gut Renovation & Interior Design 

Friedman from the bottom up. The pair also hand-

selected every detail: carpets, furniture, fabrics, 

PROJECT |  
Easy Country Living: Renovation & Addition 

 

retired. The team kept the bones of the old homestead but designed an  
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